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ABSTRACT 
The work presented in this thesis may be conveniently divided 
into three sections. 
Firstly the development of a Carr-Purcel l-Me iboom-Gi ll pulse 
sequence for use in the pulsed field gradient experiment in orde r 
to examine diffusion over long diffusion times is described . 
Secondly diffusion coefficients of both components of binary 
mixtures of methanol and benzene have been measured using pulsed 
field gradient fourier transform NMR . Results showed self-
association to be dominant over AB association and a brief 
qualitative explanation of the reasons for this is given. 
In the third section , which is the major part of this thesis , 
diffusion coefficients of water in the caesium perfluoro-octanoate , 
water system have been determined at various weight fractions and 
temperatures by pulsed field gradient NMR. The liquid crystalline 
phases occuring within the system are the isotropic micellar 
solution, the nematic amphiphilic mesophase and the smetic larnellar 
mesophase . Water was found to pass through the system in an 
unrestricted and virtually unhindered manner . These results were 
discussed in terms of the known structures of the phases and with 
respect to possible permeation mechanisms . No definite conclusion 
as to the permeation mechanism is possible. The limitations in the 
use of surfactants as membrane models is discussed. 
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SECTION ONE 
-- - - - --- --- ----
NUCLEAR MAG NETIC RES ONANCE THE_QRY 
A. Qu a ntum Mec ha ni ca l Tr ea t ment (1,2) 
1.1 N. M. R. En e rgy Lev e ls 
Most nuclei behave as th ou gh the y possess s pin a ngula r mom entum (~). 
Th e magnitude of Pis giv e n by : 
P = -r; VI ( I + 1 ) 
a nd its dir e ction by m1 which are the c ompon ents of£ along a 
r e f e r en c e dir ec tion . I is the qu a ntum numb e r for nu c l ea r sp in which 
ca n h av e ha lf int eg r a l v a lu e s a nd 
1 
e .g. H 
m1 = +I, + I-1 , ••• , -1 • 
I 1/2 
ma gnitud e of P -n Jf (I+l) = V3/411 
a nd m1 = +1 /2 or -1 /2 
fl · ·· ····· Dl41i 
2 
d iagram 1 
(di ag r am 1) 
The spin and charge of the nucleus confers a magnetic mom e nt (µ): 
µ = YnI 
= y p 
l 
wh e re Y is the ma gn e togyric ratio, the ratio of magn e tic mrnnent 
to angular momentum , and is a con s tant for a giv en nucleus . 
The following djsc u s sion will be mainly confin ed to the I= 1/2 
nucleus since this th e sis wa s primarily concern ed with 1H. 
If a stea dy m~gn e tic field (~) is a ppli ed to th e nu c l e us th ere is 
an inter a cti on b e tw e en the fjeld and th e mag n e tic moment whjch may 
be r e pr e s ent ed by: 
U = - -~. B 
( wl1ere U is the e n e rgy of the int e r a ction ) • If the dir ection of 
th e ma gn e tic fi e ld is in the z direction the int e r actjon may be 
r ewritt en : 
u [4] 
u 
diagram 2 
1 
ml=+ 2 
B 
The selection rule for the transition between energy levels is 
t.m = ±1. 
t. u = h v = Yn B 
Therefore v = y B /2 rr [ 5] 
where v is the frequency of radiation needed to bring about transition. 
Note that the energy separation d epend s upon the strength of the 
magnetic field (diagram 2 ). 
The allowed values that the spins will take will be in a Boltzmann 
distributiono If there are N0 spins in the lower state and Np 
spins in the upper state; the ratio of atop spins is: 
For example : 
NP= exp(- ynB/kT) 
Na 
B = 1. 4 Tesla 
0 
for a 1H nucleus. 
T= 300 K 
That is, only a very sma ll (but detectable) excess of spins exis t 
in the lower, a, state. 
1.2 The Chemical Shift 
[ 6] 
The resonance line s from liquids are exceeding ly narrow and 
consequently very small int eractions can be detected. The two types 
of interaction which are important are the nuclear zeernan inter-
action and nuclear spin-spin coupling. The sur rounding electrons 
in a molecule produce shielding effects which change the zeeman 
term from 
to 
U = - ytun B I 
U = - y1im
1 
(1- o)B 
This is because the actual field at the nucleus is the sum of two 
magnetic fields; B, the applied field and - o B, the local field 
at the nucleus arising from the induced electronic currents . 
B. Classical Treatment (1,2,3) 
1.3 Precession 
It can be shown by classical mechanics that the torque exerted on a 
magnetic moment by a magnetic field inclined at an angle 8 relative 
to the moment causes the magnetic moment to precess about the 
direction of the field (diagram 3). 
3 
[7] 
8 
dfagr a m 3 
Th e frequ e ncy of pr ecess ion is kn own a s th e Lamour fr e qu ency . 
d_l? 
!:_ X B dt 
si n c e µ y p 
d I: µ X ( y i ) dt [8] 
/\ 
If B=B t 
0 
wh ere k is the z u nit vect0r,th e n th e spin will preces s 
at a n angula r f requ ency where 
[ 9] 
1 . 4 Th e Rota ting F rame of Ref e r e nce 
In the tr ea tm ent of pulse me thods it is u s ually s i mpl e r to r e fer the 
motion of ma gn e tism to a coordina te syst em that rotat e s about B in 
0 
the same direction wh ic h ~he nu c lear moments pr ec ess , r a the r than 
the fix e d c oor dina te syst em of the laborator y ( diagr am 4 ). 
Bo 
~bserver 
d iagram 4 
4 
If M is the vector s um of all the µ 's (di ag ram 5), th en by summing 
equation 8 over all µ the following r elation is obtained: 
dM = y~XB 
M 
z 
z 
H 
X X 
diagram 5 
M can be considered in t erms of components a]ong the thr ee cartesian 
axes: 
" " " M = M i + M . + M k 
X y .l z -
A d M ~ " Id M i c)M k Ther efore dM 
= ~ d: y__ _J_ z dt + d t + d t 
" " M el k 
+ ( 
M c)i M d. ) .z - + y__ _J_ + z-c t d t c)t 
A A A 
i, i, k are unit vectors and therefore their time derivatives 
can only rotate the vectors: 
di ~ d i A " " = wx l -'-0 = w X i, ck = w X k , 
c) t d t 
ct 
The speed and direction of the unit vectors are defined by the same 
w; hence equation [12] becomes: 
( 
dM \ 
-J 
dt fixed 
+ w X " (M i x- + 
A .._ 
-
j +Mk) 
z-
r 
[ 10] 
[ 11 J 
[ 12] 
(13] 
( :~) ' + 
rot 
w X M 
[ 14] 
From equation [10] 
(: ~)rixed y M X B 
a nd from equation [14) 
( =~) Y!'! X B W X M 
rot 
rearranging: 
( :~) YM X B + YM X W 
rot y 
= y_!i X ( B + w ) 
y [ 15] 
The term w /y can be considered as a fictitious field that ar ises 
from the effec t of the rotation. Alternatively equa tion [ 15] may be 
r ewri tten : 
dM (d~) 
rot 
= YM x B 
--eff. 
where ~ff is the effective field, that is 
~ff = B + w/y 
[ 16] 
[17] 
In the rotating frame, therefore,~ precesses about ~eff" If in 
addition to Ba radi~f~equency field B1 is applied at right angles, 
then in the rotating frame at the Larmor frequency 
6 
and the fictitious fie]d ex~ctly cance ls B
0 
along the z axis an d 
l eav e s only B1 in the xy plan e to interact with M. Howeve r in most 
situations B and the rotating frame move at a fr equency different 
1 
from the resonance fr equen cy _as so the relation depic ted in diagram 
6 occurs where the fjctitious fieJd d oe s not cancel B an d le a ves 
0 
a component of the effective field in the 2' djrection. 
Mathematically the result is: 
Providing 
= [ {B 
0 
» w - w) then 0 
diagram 6 
1.5 The Bloch Equations 
Bloch et al. (4) found that the motion of the macroscopic magnetization 
in the presence of a magnetic field could be explained in terms of 
differential equations. 
The vector product of equation [10) may be expanded in terms of 
components along the three cartesian axes and the unit vectors along 
these axes. 
:-' 
( A ) ( ~ ) M X B i M + "M + k M X i B + . B + k B 
X J_ y z X J_ y z 
A ,.. 
k M B "M B k M B + i M B 
X y J_ X z - y X y z 
+ . M B - i M B J_ z X z y 
,.. 
M x B ( M B M B ) i + ( M B M B ) i y z z y z X X z 
,.. 
[ 18] + ( M B - M B ) k 
X y y X 
In general this equatio n consists of both the static appli ed field , B 
0 
and the magnetic vector of the r .f. field , Bl • The radio frequ ency 
f j eld can be thought of as two vector fields rotating in opposite 
directions ( diagram 7 ) . 
Bx {tl 
diagram 7 
B (t) B (t) i 
X 
= 2B 1 cos wt i 
= B1 [ i cos wt + l sin wt] + B1 [ i cos wt - j sin wt J 
The only field that needs to be considered is the one that rotates 
in the :same direction as the nuclear. moments , therefore 
Bl (t) = B1 [! cos wt - 1 sin wt ] [20] 
Hence dM 
sin X = yB M + y Mz Bl wt [20]a 
dt 0 y 
dM 
- y B y M B cos wt [20) b 
_x = M + 
dt 0 X z 1 
dM 0 - y MX Bl sinw t -yM Bl cos wt [20) C z y 
dt 
These equations are not complete since they do not account for the 
relaxation that must occur following a r.f. pulse. Decay to 
equilibrium occurs via a first order process with M and M decaying 
X y 
to zero and M to the equilibrium value of M . Hence: 
Z 0 
dM -y M Bl sin wt -')'M Bl cos wt + M M z X y 0 z [21) 
dt Tl 
dM ')' B M + M Bl sin wt 
M 
= ')' - X 
X 0 y z 
dt T2 
[22) 
dM - ')' B M + ')' MZ Bl cos wt - M 
_x 0 X J_ 
dt T2 
[ 23) 
These are the Bloch equations. T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and 
transverse relaxation times respectively since they are time constants 
for decay along and perpendicular to B . 
0 
There are two methods for observing nuclear magnetic resonance; the 
continuous wave technique and pulse methods. The continuous wave 
method consists of sweeping the frequency of the r.f. field applied 
to a sample in a fixed magnetic field (or sweeping B with a fixed r.f. 
0 
field). The signal is observed as an absorption line. The pulse 
method makes use of short bursts of r.f. power at a discrete frequency 
with the observation of the nuclear spin system being made after the 
r.f. field is turned off. Pulse methods are the superior being 
quicker and more versatile . 
In the continuous wave experiment B1 is small a~d the sweep rate is 
slow. 
i.e . dM 
dt 
x,y,z = 0 
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Under th ese conditi o ns the Bloch eq u <1 tions can be so lv e d to give the 
line s hape for the absorption signal g(w). The line shape is 
Lor entzia n and is given by (2): 
K T2 
g(w) = 
T2 w )2 1 + ( w 2 0 
[ 24 J 
K is a constant . 
1.6 Pul sed Nucl ea r Magnetic Resona nce 
If the r.f. fi e ld , a t the Lamour fr equ ency, is turned on for a time 
t , th en viewed in the rotating frame the eff ec tive fi e ld b ecome s 
aligned with the x axi s a nd the magne tiza tion vector will b egin to 
tip towards this axis (diagram 8). 
z z 
M 
. ,8 
~ - ------;;- y 
-------.... -~ y M 
X 
di«gram 8 
e y ~eff t 
i.e. t= e 
y Bl 
When B1 is off the magnetization will return to its equilibrium 
value along B • 
0 
[25] 
X 
z 
0 
Evolutjon of M following a 180 pu l s e 
z 
z z 
~ ------ Y 1------ Y 
X X 
diag ram 9 
0 The evolution starts i mmediate ly following the 90 pulse . 
M ( t =0) - M 
Z 0 
M (O) 0 
X 
M (O) = 0 
y 
using the Bloch equations 
dM M - M z 
0 z dt 
Tl 
tz dMz 
M - M 
z 
M=Mo 
H (t) M ( 1 -
z 0 
=r dt -Tl 
t=o 
2exp(-.!_ ) (diagram 10) 
Tl 
0 
Evolution of M , M and M following a 90 pulse · ( diagram 12 ). 
X y Z 
[26] 
+ mo ........ .. . . .. ...... .... .. . . . . . . . ... . -~ -·-._. _ . . . .. . 
-mo .... ...... ....... ........ .. . 
diagram 10 
z z 
,,...- --- - y 
X X 
diagram 11 
M (0) 
z 
0, M (0) 
X 
Using the Bloch equations 
(a) Evolution of M 
z 
0 , M ( O) 
y 0 
dt f t t= O Tl 
ln(M M) + ln M = t/T 1 0 Z 0 
M (t) = M ( 1 - exp( -t/T1)) Z 0 
time 
z 
X 
[ 27] 
ti me 
Diagram 12 
(b) Evolution of M 
X 
dM yM B 
M 
= X 
X y 0 
dt T2 
d2M B dM dM 1 X y 
0 _y X 
dt2 
---
dt dt T2 
Substituting first ly for dM /dt from equat i on [ 20)b and secondly for 
y 
M from equa tion [ 20]a gives a second order differentia r equat i o n which 
y 
h a s the solution: 
V t 
0 
The resulting spectrum is known as a free induction decay or 
FID: 
di agram 13 
Similarly it can be shown that 
[ 28] 
1.7 Measurement of Relaxation Times 
(a) T1 by Inversion Recovery 
This is the most common proc edure used. It consists of varying T 
in the 180° - T - 90° pulse sequence. The 180° pulse takes~ out 
of thermal equilibrium , but still along the z axis. After a time T 
14 
a 90° pulse takes the remaining M into the transverse plane so that its 
z 
magnitude can be detected in the transverse detector coils . From 
equation [26] : 
[ 29] 
AT is the initial amplitude of the F. I.D. following the 90 ° pulse 
at a time T , and A00 is the limiting value for a very long interval between 
the 180 ° and 90 °pulses . T 1 is det ermined from the slope of a plot 
of ln ( A00 - AT ) versus T. 
(b) Measurement of T2 
If B was perfectly homogeneous then one could 
0 
determine T2 simply by observing the decay of M after a 90° x,y 
pulse. Because B is not perfectly homogeneous some of the nuclear 
0 
magnets precess faster than 
therefore occurs, .lowering 
w and some slower. Dephasing of spins 
0 
M and shortening the observed 
x,y 
Because of this problem T2 is connnonly measured by the modified Hahn 
spin-echo method (5). This method greatly reduces the effect of 
field inhomogeneities. It consists of the application of a 
90°/x T 180°/y pulse sequence and the observation at 
a time 2T of the free induction echo . The full Hahn expression 
is: 
A (2 T C( exp[ -2 1 
T2 
2 
3 
2 2 3 y G D T ] [30) 
This equation shows that the echo amplitude does not decay in a 
simple exponential fashion. The spin - echo method is limited in 
its range of applicability due to the effect of molecular diffusion. 
If diffusion causes nuclei to move from one part of an inhomogeneous 
field to another the echo amplitude is reduced. The effect of 
diffusion is particularly pronounced for large values of 
thus may affect measurements of long T2 • 
T and 
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill method for measuring T
2 
(CPMG) ( 6, 7) 
Because of the limited range in applicability of the spin-echo 
method a CPMG 
in this study 
180°/ 
-y 
at 2T 
' 
4T , 
sequence 
consists 
2T 
6T , BT 
may often be used. 
of a 90° /x - T 
The pulse sequence used 
18QO /y 2T 
sequence with observation of echo heights 
, etc. There are two distinct advantages 
of the CPMG sequence. Firstly; there is a considerable saving in 
time, for a train of n echoes may be obtained in a single sequence . 
Secondly; the effect of diffusion may be virtually eliminated by 
making T short since it is only during a time 2T that diffusion is 
effective in reducing the amplitude of an echo . For the CPMG 
sequence : 
A(t) 0:: 1 Y 2 G2 D 
3 
2 
T t] [31] 
2 3 Note the T term of the CPMG method compared with the T term 
of the spin-echo method. The change of phase of the 180° pulses 
0 from the initial 90 pulse (from being applied along the X axis, 
to they axis) and the change in direction of application of the 
r.f. pulses ( y, -y, y etc.) reduces the cumulative error from the 
not exactly accurate pulse time, t. p 
15 
1.8 Fourier Analysis and Fourier Transformation 
It is often useful to sort out what frequencies are present in a 
complex waveform and to determine the intensity of each of the 
frequencies present. By using the principles of fourier analysis 
it is possible to transform from the F.I.D. to the corresponding 
frequencies. A function A(t) can usually be expressed as an infinite 
series of sines and cosines : 
A(t) = I <X> A cos(nrr/T)t +I 00 B sin(nrr/T)t 
n=O n n=1 n 
[ 12] 
(A and B are variable constants ) 
n n 
The r.f. signal emitted by the sample induces an oscillating e.m.f., 
o(t), in the probe detector coil: 
o(t) o 
O 
exp (-t/T 2) sin2 v rr t 0 ( 33] 
A phase sensitive detector is used \o shift the signal to the audio 
range: 
O(t) = o
0
exp(-t/T2){asin2rrtwt + p cos2n t:.v t} [ 34] 
where t:.v= v 
O 
- vr ef and a and p depend upon the phase setting of the 
r.f. reference. 
1 [ 35] 
(a) Sine Transform 
s F (v) ={~t) sin 2rrv tdt t=O {00 
= 60 a exp(-t/T2) sin 
t=o 
2nt:.v t sin 2rr v t dt 
+ 60 P f: exp(-t/T2) cos2rr~ v t sin2rr v t dt 
6 a (1/T-,) (1 /T 2) 0 L. 
= 2 2 2 (l/T2)2 2 + (2rr(v-~v)) (l/T2 ) + (2rr( v+~v)) I 
16 
+ 6 p 
0 
2 
2n( V + t:,. V) 
(b) Cosine Transformation 
Fe (v) =1 00o(t) cos 2rr v t' dt 
t=O 
l / 
+ 2rr(v -l:,.v) 
2 2 (l/T2) + (2n(v-!:,.v)) 
[36] 
2n(v-!:,.v) 
- oa ·l2rr(v+t:,.v) 
- ~ . -(-l/~T-
2
_)_2_ +-'-(-2_rr_(_v_+_t:,._v_)_) _2 . 2 2 (l/T 2) + (2rr(v-!:,.v)) 
+ 6 p 
0 
2 2 
+ (2rr( v -!:,.v)) 
1/T 
+ - 2 
2 2 (l/T2) + (2rr(v+!:,.v)) 
[ 3 7] 
Only the positive fr equencies are displayed. To obtain an absorption 
sp ec trum it may be necessary to admix the positive fr equency parts of 
S C . F (v) and F (v) in the proportions 
The r esult is 
A 
2 2 (l/T2) + (2n(v-ll.v)) 
Where A is the absoption peak height. The shape of the curve is a 
Lorentzian curve 
u 
V 
diagram 14 
[ 38] 
The fr e qu e ncy width at half th e max i mum pea k h e ight e:qu.qls 
1/ nT2 , th e r e fore T2 is rn easur e able fr om the .q b sorption s ignal. 
This me thod will be disadvantag eous if either 
(i) Broa d ening from ma gnetic fi e ld inh om og eneities 
occurs. 
(ii) Th e re is a broa d ening due to ov erl apping p eaks 
of s imilar ch emical shift. 
1.9 Definition of the Diffusion Co efficient 
Mo l ecula r mi g ration in cond en sed pha s e s may be tr ea t e d a s point to 
point jumps of the e l ementary pa rticles gov e rn e d by a r a te con s t a nt ( 8). 
Con s ider the s imple case of a sy s t e0 with mol ecul e s which are 
suffici e ntly alike so that the whol e may be thought of as f o r ming 
a more or l es s p e rf e ct lattice. 
k 
~ 
k 
-
f .. . .... . . . . . ).. . ........ . .. . • 
diagram 15 
If C. is the concentration per cubic centimeter at the i th position, 
1 
then the amount of material in a volume with a cross section of 
one square centim e ter and length ).. is X C. (diagram 15 ) • Let K 
1 
represent the number of_ times per second a molecule jllIIlps , and Q be 
the amount of C passing per second through a square centimeter of 
surface , then : 
Q [39] 
The concentration gradient between the i th and the (i + l) th 
position is : 
Thus 
de 
dx 
Q 
-K>.2dc 
dx 
C.) 
1. 
This is Fick's First Law , normally written as: 
2 
where D = KX 
Q = -D dC 
dx 
i.e. D has dim ensions 2 -1 L T 
1.10 Methods of Measurement of Diffusion Rates 
(1) Steady Gradient Technique 
The full modified Hahn spin-echo equation is: 
A ( 2T) 2 2 3 Kexp[-2T/T2 - 2/3 y G DT J 
[40J 
[ 41] 
[ 42] 
[ 30] 
where Kis a constant. D can be measured by setting up an experiment 
to eliminate the first term of this sequence (-2T/T2) , i.e. by 
keeping T constant and varying G. The result is: 
J_ 2 2 3' 
exr\t Y G DT ) 
In principle D can be measured over a wide range but in practice 
there are limitations 
[ 43] 
(a) It is extremely difficult to achieve T values of 
1 9 
less than 50 µ sec . 
(b) The magnetic field gradient , G, must be present 
at all times. As G b ecomes larger ( in order to measure the slower 
diffusion rates ) the width of the echo env o lope b ecome s sma ller. The 
consequences of this are 
(i) the information available from the ec ho decreases 
(ii) the band width of the d e t ec tion system must be 
incr eased to obs e rve the narrower echoes , lower ing the signal / noise, 
and 
(iii) with incr easing lin ewidth the power output of the 
pul se tran sm itter will have to be increased to keep the r.f. field 
amplitude , B1 , greater th a n the linewid th. 
As a result of these problems the best r esults yet r epor ted have a 
reproducibility of ±1% and an overall accuracy of ±2% ( 9 ). Furthermore , 
for systems in which the diffusion coefficien t is spatially 
d ependent it is desirable that the precise period of time during wh ich 
diffu sion is being observed be clearly defined . It is a lso desirable 
to make this time as shor t as possible . 
(2) The Pulsed Field Gradient Method (1~ 
This consists of applying two magnet ic field g r a di ent pulses (G) 
of duration o before a nd after the 180° pulse of the modified 
Hahn sp in-ec ho method ( diagram 16) 
l-t,-: --
i 
G TT/ y 
diagram 16 
G echo 
On application of the first gradient pulse there is a nearly 
instantaneous phase shift depending upon the location of each nucleus . , 
.a phase shift which records its position in the magnetic field. 
,, 
0 This phase shift persists until it is inverted by the 180 pulse. 
A second phase shift occurs on application of the second gradient 
pulseo A nucleus which has had no net movement from its original 
position will refocus completely. Any motion that has occured results 
in incomplete refocusingo This , therefore, is a method for 
detecting net motion during a time interval ( t:.- 6/3) • The effect 
on the echo amplitude by the application of the two gradient pulses 
is given by (10) : 
2 3 2 2 2 
lri:A(2T)/A(O)] = -y D{½T go + o (t:.- o/3) G 
- o[ (t/ + t/) + o(t1 + t 2 ) + ;o2 - 2/J G.g 0 } [ 44] 
where t 2 = 2 T - ( t 1 + t:. + o) and is the time between the end of the 
second gradient pulse and the peak of the echo, t 1 is the time at 
which the first gradient pulse occurs, and g is a uniform and 
0 
stationary field gradient ( due to field inhomogeneity). When G 
vanishes the result is the same as that obtained by the two pulse 
steady gradient spin- echo experiment , as expected . As g
0 
approaches 
zero ( but not equal to zero since then there would be no loss of phase 
coherence) only the term in G2 remains and the result is 
ln[A(2T)/A(O)J = -/oc2o 2 (t:.- o/3) [ 4 SJ 
When T (t:.) , g or G are large then all three terms in the general 
0 
equation may contribute. However if T ( or t:.) and g are small the 
0 
diffusion coefficient can be determined by varying either G or t:.. 
Of the two variables, G is normally varied • In practice the 
direct determination of G is tedious and inaccurate . It is, 
therefore, usual to vary the current, I, supplied to the field 
2 2 2 gradient coils and to plot ln A(G)/A(O) versus y o ( t:.- o/3) I 
and determine the diffusion coefficient from the slope. This is 
• 0 possible for by the use of water at 25 C, where Dis known , a 
conversion factor between I and G can be calculated. 
1.11 Restr~cted Diffusion 
( t:.- 6/3) may be regarded as the effective diffusion time for the 
21 
experiment. The experimental mean square distance is thus : 
z2 = 2D(l:i.- 6/3) (11) • Sincel:i.is the order of a few milliseconds 
restricted diffusion effects may become visible. In practice z2 
2 is required to be greater than ( 100 nm ) for any significant 
attenuation to be observed. If within a system there are no 
barriers or obstructions to the diffusing species , or if there 
are barriers they are separated by distances greater than the distances 
being experimentally observed , then unrestricted diffusion will be 
observed. Such diffusion may be regarded as being in three dimensions. 
This , however , is not always the case for in some systems layers 
or capillaries may exist with dimensions smaller than the experimenta l 
mean square distance that is being measured. If such a system is in 
layers, diffusion will be observed as being in two dimensions. If the 
system exists as capillaries , diffusion will occur in only one 
dimension. From the linearity, or non-linearity, of the 
2 ln[A(G)/A(0)] versus G plot information as to whether the system 
is unrestricted , layered or in capillaries and the distance between 
the barriers may be obtained(21) , 
22 
1.12 Inherent Errors andTheir Solution Through a Modified CMPG Sequ ence (12) 
As stated previously ; when g and T ( or l:i. ) are of significant 
0 
magnitude then all three terms in the general equation of the pulsed 
field gradient technique may contribute. This problem may be overcome 
by using a modified CMPG sequence. A TT/2 pulse is followed by a 
series of pairs of TT and TT pulses , each TT pulse following at a y -y 
time 2T after the previous one. Application of the first field 
gradient pulse is during an interval when the nuclei are dephasing. 
The second field gradient pulse is applied during a rephasing interval 
at a time l:i. after the first one (diagram 17 ) • 
The result is (12) 
ln[A(t ) /A(0)] = 
n . 
- G.gJ>[ (t
1
2 
+ t 
2 ) + O(t + t ) + 262 - 2T 2 ]}) 
3 1 3 3 [46] 
Wl1ere A(t) is the amp]itude of the echo that f orms at the time 
n 
tn an d t 3 = T - t 1 - 6 
Unless g
0 
is very large this can be approxjmated by: 
G G 
diagram 17 
If only n is varied the effect of field inhomogeneity is 
removed and equation [47) becomes an equality . 
[4 7) 
